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**Instructions:**

Copy, cut, and laminate all pages.

Caution: With the Book of Mormon characters cut the **whole** rectangle and fold on the dotted line so it can stand (see sample).

There are 24 Book of Mormon characters

Place face down and each person picks 3 Character cards. Try not to show other players and place in front of you.

Place the item cards upside down in a pile in the center. This is your draw pile.

1. Each person picks 3 cards.
2. Youngest goes first. Player asks another player if they have a certain item. If that player has the card then he/she gives it to the player asking... If that person does not have the card then they can say “Go fish” and that player picks up a card from the pile.

The object is to collect all three items on their character card. Once one card is collected then the person can put the card down upside down, and work on their other character cards. Once all three character cards are down that person wins.

Can play with up to 8 players. Copy off an many item cards as you see fit. If you make 2 copies of each item you will have plenty for all the Book of Mormon Characters.

For a lesson:

See if you can find the story that goes with the items in the Book of Mormon.
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Copy on regular colored paper cut and paste on back of items.

Laminate last